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The performance  

of Install and forGET 

wear parts are based  

on solid tungsten carbide  

wearproofing against 

extreme abrasion and 

high impact  

situations.

 

The customized 

Install and forGET 

wear parts last up  

to 10x longer than their 

existing 

OEM counterparts.

- Increase the time between repair cycles dramatically 
- Reduce the expensive downtime significantly 
- Reduce the spare part inventory
- Enable maintenance teams to focus on prior issues
- Increase the efficiency and boost the productivity
- Provide a higher quality production
- Provide a greater safety and preserve the environment

- Free of charge advice without obligation
- Designing the Install and forGET parts to fit  
 into the current applications 
- Manufacturing and supplying the ready to use parts  
- Cost effective logistics and delivery of ready  
 to use parts

Customized Install and forGET Solutions eliminate 
the need of frequent repairs. Install and forGET 
wear parts offer an outstanding performance and 
durability for low-life cycle costs. Long-Life 
Install and forGET wear parts:

Farewell to Frequent Repairs

HL-Industrial

TUNGSTEN CARBIDE PROOFED
WEAR PART SOLUTIONS 

solutions Install forGETand
TOWARDS ZERO MAINTENANCE
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Install and forGET wear part give the best 
combination of durability, performance and value.

Solid Tungsten Carbide Wearproofed  
Customized Parts for Bulk Handling  
and Processing Equipment.

HL-Industrial has the expertise to address the 
toughest wearproofing issues in bulk handling and 
processing equipment. The aim of HL-Industrial is 
always to convert the traditional standard wear 
part to a maintenance free and flexible resource 
for the end user. HL-Industrial provides:

For further information, please contact Your Wear Partner:

Install forGETand
TOWARDS ZERO MAINTENANCE



HL-Industrial provides innovative and 
outstanding solutions against hard abrasive 
wear, corrosion and impact situations for the 
bulk processing equipment. The wide range of 
Install and forGET parts cover a large frame of 
references:

INSTALL AND FORGET
WEAR PARTS
FOR EFFICIENT BULK PROCESSING

Up to 10x longer performance

WEARING DURING THE TEST 

WEAR RESISTANCE 

The outstanding performance  
of Install and forGET wear parts  
are based on utilizing  
the innovative technology  
of attaching solid tungsten  
carbide tiles by a process  
of induction brazing.

Technology 

Comparing materials

- Foundries
- Pulp and Saw Mills
- Mining and Mineral Industry
- Concrete, Cement, Brick and Asphalt Factories
- Energy and Waste Disposal Plants 
- Railroad Track Machinery 
- Process Industry

Branches of industries

- Mixing Paddles, Wings, Blades and Scrapers
- Screw Conveyors, Augers and Centrifuges
- Shredder Knives
- Grinding Blades and Crushing Hammers
- Wear, Lining, Gripping and Sliding Plates 
- Feeders, Hoppers and Chutes
- Fan Blades

Applications 

- Production and Maintenance Staff of Plants
- Contractors
- Original Equipment Manufacturers
- Maintenance Service Companies

Clientele

- European Union
- Russia
- Norway

Market area

Install forGETand
TOWARDS ZERO MAINTENANCE

RUBBER WHEEL ABRASION TEST CARRIED OUT ACCORDING THE STANDARD ASTM G-65.

AR-400 STEEL

BORON STEEL

MANGANESE STEEL

53 mg

677 mg

824 mg

865 mg

HLI CARBIDE
Install forGETand
TOWARDS ZERO MAINTENANCE

Materials tested in high impact and 
abrasion situation.

Install and forGET
HL-Industrial specializes in designing and supplying 
tungsten carbide protected wear parts for industrial 
equipment. These Install and forGET custom-made 
wear part solutions last up to 10 times longer than 
traditional wear materials. 

This rush statement has been proved by leading 
companies among bulk process industry all over 
Northern Europa. The expertise is based on utilizing 
the innovative technology of attaching solid 
tungsten carbide tiles by a process of brazing, 
already since 1964.

Wide range of wear parts for the bulk 
processing industries
HL-Industrial offers Install and forGET solutions 
for maintenance-free operations of processing bulk 
materials, such as: sand, ballast, quarry, clay, 
cement, asphalt, glass, limestone, minerals, coal, 
ash, timber, woodchips, bark, peat, coal, waste 
materials, etc. 

These unique Install and forGET wear parts are 
always customized to fit and replace the current 
standard design. Solid tungsten carbide wear proofed 
parts provide a long lasting proof for applications 
in processes, such as: mixing, conveying, feeding, 
gliding, separation, grinding, shredding, crushing, 
gripping, lining, ploughing, tamping, etc. 

The Install and forGET solutions have been providing 
maintenance-free operations for several branches of 
industries, such as: concrete, cement and asphalt 
plants, foundries, saw and pulp mills, energy and 
waste disposal plants, mining and mineral industry, 
processing industry, etc.

HL-Industrial
HL-Industrial has the expertise to address  
the toughest wearproofing issues in bulk handling  
and processing equipment. HL-Industrial provides:

Install and forGET benefits

Numerous applications have shown that parts which 
have required frequent servicing will last up to 10x 
longer. This translates into less down time, spare 
parts inventory and change-out labour costs as well 
as greater safety and effiency.

- Free of charge advice without obligation
- Designing the Install and forGET parts  
 to fit into the current applications 
- Manufacturing and supplying the ready-to-use parts  
- Cost effective logistics and delivery of ready-to-use parts
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